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Two global leaders

create a new name to

remember in generators.

The new Cummins®

Onan® generators build

on the tradition of

dependable perform-

ance and technological

leadership you’ve come

to expect. Beyond that,

nothing else changes.

You can rest assured

that the Cummins Onan

network continues to

provide the same high

quality parts and 

products, expert sales

assistance and superior

service. Powerful

change is good. Our

new Cummins Onan

generators prove it.

At Cummins, we’ve spent decades focused on one goal—developing

the best-designed and most innovative marine generators in the

industry. That’s why we’re the global leader in marine generator set

production. More than 70 years of marine experience, gained by

supplying generators to worldwide military, recreational and 

commercial boaters, and some of the finest yacht builders in the

world, is built into every Cummins Onan Marine Generator. Our line 

of Cummins Onan diesel and gasoline marine generators from 4–99

kW provide state-of-the-art reliability and smooth, quiet operation.

Cummins Onan Marine Generators, Performance you rely on.™

Experience Confidence
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Cummins Onan Marine Generators offer the most innovative product line available.
Cummins Onan digital generator sets, the QD™—Quiet Diesel—and QG™—Quiet
Gasoline—Series give you smart power with extensive diagnostics. Our digital 
generator models from 4–99 kW are the first marine generators with self-monitoring 
capability and network communication.

The Cummins Onan digital technology is provided by an electronic control that
constantly monitors the generator’s operation and alerts the user to potential 
problems. Detailed information is available at the touch of a button, taking out the
guesswork and providing built-in confidence. The controls are highly reliable,
bringing a new level of information to the user with worry-free digital technology,
providing performance you rely on.

Cummins Onan digital generators offer three network options for viewing generator
status information. In addition to the Cummins Onan Digital Display, the network
interface broadcasts in the SmartCraft Networked™ protocol or in SAE J1939 CAN
protocol, which is well suited for boats that already are using a J1939 network for
digital or computer display.

These networked systems simplify and consolidate transmitted data from several
sources, including the Cummins Onan generator, through a common databus to a
common display conveniently located for the user’s viewing. The user can view
generator status, including AC voltage, AC frequency, coolant temperature, oil pres-
sure, battery voltage, and generator hours; be alerted to a pre-alarm condition; and,
if the generator shuts down, view the notification and diagnostic message in text.
The common display frees up valuable space previously taken by multiple monitoring
devices.

The Cummins Onan Digital Display, standard on 40–99 kW models or available as an
option on other models, provides user-friendly generator status-at-a-glance including
engine and alternator detail, plus displays diagnostic information in text format,
making it easy for the user to monitor generator operation.

“Cummins Onan 

position as global leader

in the integrated design

and manufacture of

marine generator sets,

and commitment to

excellence is the primary

reason Fairline installs

Cummins Onan 

generators. Cummins

Onan reputation for

quality, reliability, and

worldwide support is

unparalleled.”

—Fairline Boats PLC

Making Boating Simpler
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Cummins Onan Marine Generators lead the way in innovation, with a sophisticated
design and development process that no competitor can match. To provide the
highest quality marine generators in the industry, our engineers develop our alterna-
tors, engines, controls, and other components so that all systems work together to
provide optimum-quality power as well as reliability, durability, fuel economy, and
ease of service. At Cummins, precision engineering and superior mechanical integrity
are what set us apart.

Cummins Onan Marine Generators are designed exclusively for marine applications,
using our experience in these environments to provide quiet, smooth-running, and
clean power, suitable for many applications from commercial vessels to megayachts.
Quiet performance is built-into each product’s design. 

Cummins engineers use sophisticated recording equipment and computer analysis
systems to evaluate sound quality and minimize sound levels. Our extensive 

Raise Your Expectations
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engineering expertise in vibration-reduction technology allows us to “zero in” on the
factors that are causing vibration, greatly reducing noise and movement.

Cummins Onan Marine Generators lead the way in innovation, with rugged 
dependability and high-quality features, making us the leader in the industry. Our
generators are built to exacting standards using state-of-the-art manufacturing
processes, and pass stringent quality-control measures. Our generators are
designed and manufactured in facilities certified to ISO 9001. Our investment in
technology is evident in every aspect of our products.

Positioned for the future, Cummins Onan generators feature an electronic governor
that allows the generator set to maintain isochronous frequency control and close
voltage regulation to provide quality power for digital appliances and computers. 

“Cummins Onan 

worldwide service and

distribution are simply

the best available in the

pleasure craft industry.

In addition, the new QD

generators are signifi-

cantly quieter and

smaller than previous

models. The new 

electronics provide

unparalleled operation

and diagnostics, making

the generators easy to

operate and maintain.”

—Bob Livingston, President

of Grand Banks Yachts
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Largest Support Network

Developed, manufactured and serviced by one company. Cummins Onan generator
sets are supported by the largest and best-trained worldwide certified
distributor/dealer network in the industry. That means wherever you journey, you can
feel confidant that a Cummins Onan distributor/dealer is nearby. The largest network
in the business makes it easier to get genuine parts, quality service, and expert
installation assistance when and where you need them. Our extensive training and
certification process demonstrates our strong commitment to exceptional product
service and support. Visit our Web site http://www.cumminsonan.com to find the
nearest Cummins Onan distributor/dealer.

Warranty 

The Cummins Onan five-year Limited Warranty covers virtually everything except
routine maintenance for the first two years you own your marine generator set, and
covers parts and labor on major power train and generator set parts during the third
through fifth years. The coverage is completely transferable at no charge. For
complete Cummins Onan Limited Warranty details see your Cummins Onan
Distributor/Dealer.

A number of programs, including extended warranty coverage and planned mainte-
nance agreements, provide owner peace of mind and a better boating experience. 

“In light of the Cummins

Electronic Engines

gaining popularity with

our dealers and

customers it was a

natural progression to

offer the Cummins Onan

generators. Cummins

Onan generator sets

offer our customers the

same type of electronic

features as the prime

power in their boat. Our

customers can then

enjoy the convenience

of one stop service,

making their boating a

more enjoyable 

experience.”

—David Taylor, Director of

Sales and Marketing, Luhrs

Peace of Mind


